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H I G H L I G H T S

Femtosecond pulsed laser ablation achieves high rate of material removal.
Laser patterning process has minimal impact to remaining active materials.
Laser patterning either electrode improves fast charge cycling performance.
Laser patterns improve electrolyte wetting and reduce risk of Li-plating.
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A B S T R A C T

Laser ablation is a scalable technique for decreasing the effective tortuosity of electrodes by selectively
removing material with high precision. Applied to ≈ 110 μm thick electrode coatings, this work focuses on
understanding the impact of laser ablation on electrode material properties at the beginning of life and
synergistic impacts of ablated channels on cell performance throughout their cycle life. Post laser ablation, local
changes in chemistry, crystallography, and morphology of the laser-impacted electrode regions are investigated.
It is shown that femtosecond pulsed laser ablation can achieve high-rate material removal with minor material
damage locally at the interface of the impacted zones. The capacity achieved during a 6C (10 min) constant-
current constant-voltage charge to 4.2 V improved from 1 mAh cm−2 for the non-ablated electrodes to almost
2 mAh cm−2 for the ablated electrodes. This benefit is attributed to a synergistic effect of enhanced wetting
and decreased electrode tortuosity. The benefit was maintained for over 120 cycles, and upon disassembly
decreased Li-plating on the graphite anode was observed. Finally, multi-physics modeling in conjunction with
wetting analyses showed that laser ablating either one of the electrodes led to substantial improvements in
wetting and rate capability, indicating that substantial performance benefits can be achieved by ablating only
the graphite anode as apposed to both electrodes.
1. Introduction

For widespread adoption of electric vehicles, Li-ion batteries need
to achieve energy densities of 275 Wh/kg, cost less than $100/kWh
and charge quickly (80% within 15 min) [1]. By increasing electrode
thicknesses, clear opportunities exist for enhancing cell energy densities
while reducing costs. Doubling the thickness of a cell’s electrodes from
50 μm to 100 μm can increase its energy density 16%, while reducing
costs by 30% [2]. These benefits arise from increasing the ratio of active
to inactive material within the cell. However, increased loading is often
accompanied by decreased Li-ion transport across the thick electrodes.
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This leads to significant lithium concentration gradients from separator
to current collector that can reduce the electrodes’ accessible capacities
and promote irreversible lithium plating [3,4].

Modeling conducted at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) has explored the fast-charge limitations of planar electrodes
and the impact of micro-features on ion-transport [5–9]. Secondary-
pore networks (SPN), also called dual-pore network, were found to
significantly reduce electrode tortuosity, improving their energy den-
sity and rate performance [8,9]. To date, researchers have utilized
various techniques to engineer electrode architectures with voids or
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macro-pores tailored to promote electrolyte wetting and improve Li-
ion transport. These methods include co-extrusion [10,11], magnetic
alignment of particles [12–14], controlled mud-cracking [15], freeze
casting [16–19] and pore former inclusion [20]. A review of these
various processes is available in [8].

Recently, short-pulsed lasers have been used to ablate micro-pores
or channels into various Li-ion battery electrodes [21–23]. These laser
patterned microstructures provide low tortuosity pathways for facile Li-
ion transport deep into the electrode, limiting electrolyte concentration
gradients and reducing the electrochemical overpotentials that lead
to lithium plating. Research has shown that laser patterning a full
cell’s graphite anode can significantly improve its fast-charge perfor-
mance [24–26]. Additionally, laser patterning both anode [27] and
cathode [21] sheets has been linked to improved electrolyte wetting.
To date, laser patterning has been shown to be compatible with
LiFePO4 (LFP) [22,28,29], LiMn2O4 (LMO) [23] and LiNi𝑥Mn𝑦Co𝑧O2
NMC) [30,31] cathode chemistries as well as extremely thick (>650 μm)
lectrode coatings [32]. In this work, simulation models and exper-
mental techniques are combined to characterize thick (>100 μm),
ommercially relevant, laser patterned graphite anodes and NMC622
athodes.

. Experimental

.1. Electrode materials

The electrodes used in this study were prepared by the Cell Anal-
sis, Modeling, and Prototyping (CAMP) Facility at Argonne National
aboratory (Figure S1). Anodes were composed of 91.83 wt% graphite
Superior SLC1520P), 2 wt% C45 carbon (Timcal), 6 wt% polyvinyli-
ene fluoride (PVDF) binder (Kureha 9300) and 0.17 wt% oxalic acid
ith a 15-μm-thick copper foil. Cathodes were prepared with 90 wt%
MC622 (ECOPRO), 5 wt% C45 carbon (Timcal) and 5 wt% PVDF
inder (Solvay 5130) with a 20-μm-thick aluminum foil. After casting,
he anode and cathode sheets were calendared to target porosities of
6.2% and 34.0%, respectively. This corresponds to coating thicknesses
nd mass loadings of 101 μm, 13.97 mg/cm2 (anode) and 112 μm, 30.24
g/cm2 (cathode). Assuming active material specific capacities of 340
Ah/g (graphite) and 169 mAh/g (NMC622, 4.2 V vs. Li), the pristine

node and cathodes show large theoretical areal capacities of 4.35
Ah/cm2 and 4.28 mAh/cm2, respectively (Table S1).

.2. Laser patterning

The pre-calendared electrodes were patterned with a bench-top
aser system (Figure S2). A diode-pumped solid-state femtosecond laser
Advanced Optowave FEMTO-IR-1030) with a 1030 nm emission wave-
ength (𝜆) provided ≈ 600 fs laser pulses with tunable repetition rates
etween 100 kHz–1 MHz and average power of ≤11 W at 100 kHz
Table S2). A high-speed scanning system with galvanometer-controlled
irrors (Aerotech, Inc.) and an f-theta lens was used to direct and

ocus the laser beam to a ≈25 μm spot size [33]. Electrode ablation
as carried out in ambient air under a directed flow of nitrogen gas. A
acuum exhaust tube was positioned close to the electrode surface to
emove ablated materials, preventing their re-deposition.

Continuous linear channels (i.e., grooves) were ablated into both
node and cathode sheets. Continuous channels were chosen over more
omplex patterns because they could be easily produced with con-
entional roll-to-roll electrode manufacturing processes, for example,
ith the use of diffractive optical element beam splitters. To ablate

he channels, a laser power of 0.6 W and a pulse repetition rate of
00 kHz were used for both anodes and cathodes. Translating these
arameters to a modern roll-to-roll manufacturing process, we predict
hat a high-power 300 W laser could simultaneously cut ≈600 trenches
2

nto a 118 mm wide electrode at a rate of up to 10 m/min.
After patterning, the bench-top laser system was used to cut 14 mm
iameter anode and cathode disks from their respective electrode
heets. Two 1 mm diameter circular areas were ablated along the elec-
rodes’ edges (Figure S3), exposing the current collector and allowing
he electrodes to be spot welded (Sunstone CD160 DPM2) to 0.5 mm
hick (15.4 mm diameter) stainless steel coin-cell spacers to reduce
heir contact resistances. Considering these spot welding points, each
lectrode disk had a total coated surface area of ≈1.52 cm2.

.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
pectroscopy (EDS)

The laser patterned electrodes were imaged with a scanning electron
icroscope (SEM, Hitachi S-4800, Nova NanoSEM 630). A Joel IB-
9010CP cross section polisher was used to gain an unobstructed
iew of the ablated channel geometry. Energy dispersive X-ray spec-
roscopy (EDS) (Oxford Ultima Max) was used to measure the chemical
omposition of the patterned electrodes’ cross sectioned surfaces.

.4. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) scans were made with a Rigaku
ltima IV diffractometer using Cu K𝛼 radiation. Full electrode disks
ere mounted on amorphous silicon wafers to reduce background

nterference. The lattice parameters and peak shapes of the electrodes’
ctive materials and current collectors were refined using the Rietveld
ethod.

.5. Cell preparation

Coin-cells were assembled in the dry atmosphere of an argon filled
love box (MBRAUN LABmaster 130) with oxygen and moisture con-
ent controlled below 1 ppm. Single 3/4’’ diameter punches of Celgard
500 (25 μm, 55% porosity) were used to mechanically and electrically
eparate the electrodes. Each coin-cell was flooded with 1.2 M LiPF6 in
thyl carbonate/ethyl methyl carbonate (EC:EMC, 3:7 w/w, Tomiyama,
apan), referred to as ‘‘Gen2’’ electrolyte, before being crimped closed.
ull-cells comprising all four combinations of laser patterned (L) and
ristine (P) anodes and cathodes were constructed. These combinations
ill be referred to as CPAP, CLAP, CPAL and CLAL, with ‘‘C’’ referring

o cathode and ‘‘A’’ referring to anode. For example, CPAL refers to a
oin cell made with a pristine cathode and a laser patterned anode. In
he case of the CLAL cell, care was taken to align the laser patterned
hannels on the anode and cathode during assembly. This was done by
ligning the weld points which were positioned in line with the laser
atterned channels. Ideally, the anode channels would be positioned
irectly atop the cathode channels. However, this is impossible to
chieve by hand during coin cell assembly. In reality, the anode and
athodes are positioned such that their respective channels are close
o parallel to each other without the expectation of true overlapping
lignment.

.6. Electrochemical testing

To evaluate the thick electrodes’ fast charge (6C) capabilities, a
eries of full-cells were cycled per United States Department of Energy
USDOE) battery-testing guidelines [34]. All cells were cycled at room
emperature (24 ◦C) using a MACCOR Series 4000 (Maccor Inc.) battery
ycler. Cycling current densities were calculated from the theoretical
apacity of a pristine (CP) cathode disk (Table S1). The same current
ensities were used for each coin-cell configuration, even those con-
aining laser patterned cathodes (CLAP & CLAL). After assembly, each
oin-cell underwent the following formation process:

(i) Tap charge to 1.5 V and hold for 15 min,
(ii) Rest at open-circuit voltage (OCV) for 12 h
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(iii) 3 cycles at C/10 with constant-voltage (CV) hold at 4.2 V until
current falls below C/20

(iv) 3 cycles at C/2 with constant-voltage (CV) hold at 4.2 V until
current falls below C/20

Next, the cells were subjected to one hundred 6C CC–CV fast-
harge cycles. The details of the fast-test are outlined in Table S3
nd explained below. Each fast-charge cycle begins with a 6C (25.84
A/cm2) constant-current (CC) charge until the upper voltage limit

4.2 V) is reached. Next, the cell is held at 4.2 V (CV) until that
ycle’s total charge time (CC + CV) reaches 10 min. Following charging,
he cell is allowed to rest for 15 min while its open-circuit-potential
OCP) is recorded. The cells are then fully discharged at a CC C/2 rate
ollowed by a CV hold at 3.0 V (I < C/10). Following discharging,

the cell was again allowed to rest for 15 min before proceeding on to
the next 6C fast charge step. After 25 consecutive fast-charge cycles,
the cells were subjected to 3 C/2 CC–CV (<C/10 current limit) cycles
to quantify their capacity loss. After completing one hundred 6C fast
charge cycles, the cells were transferred into a glovebox for disassembly
and postmortem analysis.

To enable the fitting and validation of a COMSOL Multiphysics
electrochemical model (Section S2), CPAP coin cells were subjected
to the asymmetric step-charge rate-test outlined in Table S4. The cells
were cycled at room temperature (24 ◦C) using a MACCOR Series 4000
(Maccor Inc.) battery cycler. Cycling current densities were calculated
from the theoretical capacity of a pristine (CP) cathode disk (Table S1).

2.7. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Following one hundred 6C CC–CV fast charge cycles, the fully dis-
charged full-cell coin-cells were subjected to electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) sweeps (1 MHz–10 mHz, 10 mV vs OCV)
using a Metrohm Multi Autolab M204.

To quantify the rate and degree of electrode wetting [35], EIS
scans (1 MHz–10 mHz, 10 mV vs OCV, Metrohm Multi Autolab M204)
were made on CPAP, CPAL and CLAL coin cells immediately follow-
ing their assembly. Additional EIS scans were then taken periodically
over the following 48, while the cells rested at 25 ◦C. Each cell’s
total wetted/electrochemically active surface area was calculated using
their double layer capacitance, which was determined by fitting their
Nyquist plots with a modified Randles circuit.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Laser patterning

Preliminary testing showed that channel depth and width at the
electrode surface scaled with the incident beam power, with higher
beam powers producing deeper, wider channels. However, the channel
angle is caused by the incident beam shape and was expected to remain
relatively constant around 75◦ regardless of the beam power (Figure
S4).

To limit capacity loss, the total cathode mass loss was constrained
to ≈10 wt% during patterning. While removing more material would
result in further improved Li-ion transport in the electrode, it comes
at the price of reduced volumetric energy density and loss of costly
active materials. Therefore, a mass loss limit of 10 wt% was arbitrarily
selected as plausibly realistic constraint for industrial viability. With
this mass loss constraint considered, electrochemical modeling pre-
dicted optimal fast-charge performance from parallel channel patterns
with relative depths ≈50% of the electrode coating thickness, spaced
≈100 μm apart. After patterning, actual mass losses were found to be
≈11.6% and ≈16.1% for the cathode and anode disks, respectively
(Table S1). This corresponds to ≈10.9% (cathode) and ≈16.9% (anode)
3

losses in the electrodes’ theoretical capacities due to channel ablation.
This discrepancy between expected and observed mass losses will be
discussed in detail below.

Figs. 1(a,b) and (g, h) show top-down SEM images of the laser
patterned cathode and anode surfaces, respectively. There are no signs
of residual debris on either electrode after patterning. FIB-SEM cross
sectional images of the laser patterned cathode and anode are shown in
Figs. 1(c–f) and (i–l), respectively. From these images, cathode channel
dimensions were measured to be ≈36 μm wide and ≈62 μm deep (55%
total thickness), while the anode channels were found to be ≈45 μm
wide and ≈49 μm deep (49% total thickness). From the top-down view,
the edges of the cathode channels appear relatively smooth and uniform
while the anode channel walls are more unevenly textured. The FIB-
SEM cross sections show that the fast pulsed laser cracks and cleaves the
polycrystalline NMC622 particles along their many grain boundaries
(Fig. 1e, f) producing uniform channels with ≈75◦ symmetric walls.
Conversely, entire graphite particles can be seen protruding far out
from the edges of the anode channels, seemingly untouched by the
laser (Fig. 1i). This observation agrees with previous reports on laser
patterned NMC cathodes and graphite anodes [25,36,37]. The non-
uniform ablation of the anode’s graphite particles will be discussed in
detail later, but the resulting irregularity in the ablated trench geometry
could help account for the larger than expected mass losses in the
laser patterned anodes. Additional mass losses could be attributed to
unintended ablation of current collector foil during the preparation of
the electrodes’ spot welding points. Because the density of the anode’s
copper current collector is much larger (≈6.5X) than the electrode
coating (1.38 g/cm3), any material removed from the copper foil would
lead to a disproportionate overestimation of graphite mass loss with
patterning. This hypothetical overestimation would not be as significant
for the cathode, as the density of the aluminum current collector foil
and cathode coating are both ≈2.70 g/cm3.

3.2. Laser induced electrode damage

Beyond the general geometry of the patterned channels, it is im-
portant to understand the residual impact laser ablation has on the
electrode materials. Femtosecond pulsed lasers are specifically used
in electrode patterning because the extremely short duration of their
pulses produces ablation with minimal heat input to the surrounding
material. However, both graphite and metal oxide active materials
are known to temporarily melt under fast pulsed laser exposure at
ambient pressures suggesting residual damage, disorder and inhomo-
geneities could persist near the ablated channels [30,38–43]. Therefore,
both electrodes should be probed for chemical and structural changes
following laser patterning.

Fig. 2a illustrates a multi-elemental EDS map of a cross sectioned,
laser patterned NMC622 cathode. Light-green NMC particles are clearly
highlighted, surrounded by a dark matrix of carbon-based conductive
additives and binder. Single-element EDS maps (Figs. 2b–g) further
accentuate the metal-oxide particles and carbon matrix. However, there
are no clear signs of any compositional or structural irregularities along
the laser ablated channels of the cathode. To further quantify the
chemical composition of the patterned cathode, six EDS point scans
were made both near to and away from the laser ablated channels.
The full result of each point scan is included in the supplementary
section (Table S5). The relative atomic percentage of each element,
normalized to the measured nickel content, are grouped according to
their corresponding component within the cathode in Figure S6. This
data shows that the relative atomic ratio of Ni, Mn and Co remains
around 6:2:2 regardless of the proximity to the laser ablated channel,
suggesting that the laser ablation process has little impact on the
stoichiometry of the cathode’s remaining NMC622 particles.

EDS maps (Figure S5) and point scans (Table S6) of a patterned
anode are included in the supplementary information section. There
are no signs of compositional or structural variations in the anode due

to the laser ablation process.
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Fig. 1. Top-down SEM images of laser patterned (a, b) NMC622 cathode and (g, h) graphite anode sheets. FIB-SEM cross sectional images of laser patterned (c–f) NMC622 cathode
and (i–l) graphite anode. Note, the fibrous material above and below the cross sectioned electrodes (c–d, i–j) is an artifact of sample preparation and not a part of the electrodes.
Fig. 2. (a) FIB-SEM cross sectional image of a laser ablated NMC622 cathode. (b–g) EDS maps of the cross sectioned cathode. The purple Ag layer along the upper edge of the
cathode is an artifact of sample preparation and not apart of the electrode. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Next, the crystalline structure of the anode and cathode active
materials were probed with powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). The
diffraction spectra of full cathode and anode disks before and after
laser patterning along with the spectra of their corresponding current
collector foils are plotted in Fig. 3.

The pristine cathode’s spectra (Fig. 3a) shows clearly split (006)
/(102) and (108)/(110) peaks. This is a sign that the NMC622 ac-
tive material is of good quality with a highly crystallized layered
structure [44]. No new peaks developed in the cathode’s spectra after
patterning, indicating that no new crystalline phases formed during
the ablation process. Figs. 3b–d highlight the NMC622 crystal’s three
largest peaks. The patterned electrode’s peaks match the unpatterned
electrode’s, with no significant shifting or broadening. A small degree
of K𝛼1–K𝛼2 splitting was observed in the (101) and (104) Bragg peaks.
This alludes to an increased degree of crystallinity and grain size in the
NMC near the cathode’s channels after patterning [45].

Rietveld refinements were performed on the full XRD spectra (10–80
deg.) of the patterned and pristine cathode disks assuming a hexagonal
layered phase in the R-3 m space group (𝛼-NaFeO2 structure). The
fits, plotted atop the experimentally collected spectra, are displayed
4

Table 1
Crystallographic data for pristine and patterned NMC622.

Cathode 𝑎 (Å) 𝑐 (Å) 𝑐/(3𝑎) Avg. Xtal size
FWHM (nm)

Avg. Xtal size
IB (nm)

Pristine 2.86965 14.2193 1.6517 122 132
Patterned 2.86971 14.2184 1.6515 163 228

Table 2
Crystallographic data for graphite.

Anode 𝑎 (Å) 𝑐 (Å) Avg. Xtal size
FWHM (nm)

Avg. Xtal size
IB (nm)

Preferred
orientation

Pristine 2.462 6.712 48 68 (0 0 1)
Patterned 2.462 6.710 204 285 (0 0 1)

in Figure S7. The structural information obtained from the refinement
results are summarized in Table 1.

The measured NMC622 lattice constants agree well with the lit-
erature and vary insignificantly after laser patterning [46,47]. This
suggests that the laser patterning had no detrimental impact on the
structure of the residual NMC particles. High temperature exposure can
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Fig. 3. PXRD spectra of pristine and laser patterned (a–d) cathode and (e–h) anode disks. Spectra of each electrode’s respective current collector foil are included for reference.
result in cation (e.g. Li/Ni) disordering in NMC cathode materials [48].
This disordering can accelerate undesirable transition metal dissolution
into the electrolyte, which can be exacerbated during high temperature
or high voltage cycling [49]. This should be a significant point of focus
for laser patterned NMC based cathodes, as the exposed surfaces of
the ablated architectures present large areas of possibly heat-affected
material for reaction with electrolyte. Previous reports have used the
c/3a ratio as an indication of cation ordering in NMC [45,47]. A c/3a
value of 1.633 is associated with a pure cubic close packed rock salt
structure in which Ni and Li atoms are fully disordered between the
3a (lithium layer) and 3b (transition metal layer) sites. The large c/3a
values (>1.65) calculated from the Rietveld fits indicate a highly or-
dered structure both before and after patterning with negligible lithium
loss and cation disordering due to high temperature exposure during
the laser patterning process. This supports the claim that the use of
femtosecond pulsed lasers for patterning results in minimal damage to
residual materials due to rapid heat dissipation during ablation. Inter-
estingly, the size of coherently scattering crystalline domains calculated
with either the Scherrer or Stokes & Wilson methods show an increase
in average NMC crystallite size after laser patterning. This indicates
that the regions surrounding the laser ablated channels experienced a
measurable degree of laser-induced annealing during patterning.
5

The pristine and patterned anodes’ XRD spectra also overlap closely
(Fig. 3e). Large peaks associated with the electrodes’ copper current
collectors are present in the spectra of both the patterned and pristine
disks (Fig. 3g). This is because both electrodes were prepared with
spot weld points exposing sections of their current collector. After
patterning, the major graphite peaks sharpen (Fig. 3f, h), marking an
increase in crystal domain size.

The anode’s full XRD spectra were also fit with the Rietveld method
(Figure S7). The structural information calculated from the refinements
are listed in Table 2. The graphite lattice constants are consistent with
the literature [50] and do not change with patterning. This suggests
that the laser ablation process did not produce significant defects in
the remaining graphite particles, although other methods (e.g., Ra-
man spectroscopy) would be more effective at quantifying defects in
the graphite’s layered structure. After patterning, the anode’s average
graphite crystal domain grew significantly, while maintaining a (001)
preferred orientation. This indicates that the ultra-fast laser pulses
had an annealing/aggregating like effect on the remaining graphite
particles [51–53].

The irregularity of the anode channels could be explained by the
orientation and size of their oblong graphite particles. Graphite displays
significant anisotropy in its mechanical and thermal properties due to
its layered, planar structure. Because of very weak bonding between
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Fig. 4. Coin cell discharge capacity normalized to (a) electrode area, (b) cathode active material loading and (c) first cycle discharge capacity. (d) Coin cell coulombic efficiency
and visualization of the coin cell naming scheme. CPAP refers to a full cell constructed with both a pristine anode and cathode. CLAP refers to a cell where a laser patterned
cathode is paired with a pristine anode. CPAL refers to a full cell constructed with a pristine cathode and a laser patterned anode, while CLAL represents a cell containing both a
laser patterned cathode and a laser patterned anode. All plots begin on the cell’s 1st C/2 cycle, which is their 4th total cycle after formation.
neighboring planes, the c-axis {001} thermal conductivity is very small
compared to the in-plane {100} value [39]. As the incident beam
impacts the (001) oriented surface of the onion-like graphite, the laser’s
energy would largely travel transversely along the direction of the
particles outermost layers (Figure S4b), rather than down and through
the particle. This would result in the sequential ablation of the particles’
outermost graphite layers culminating in total particle removal. The
rough texturing of the anode channels could then be explained by
this total graphite particle removal rather than the particle cleaving
observed in the NMC622 active materials. Furthermore, the variability
of the anode channel cross-sectional geometries could be accounted for
by the variability in the size and orientation of the oblong graphite
particles directly in the path of the incident beam during patterning.

3.3. Electrochemical performance

3.3.1. Fast-charge capacity
The fast charging capability of each electrode pairing was evaluated

with the CC–CV charge protocol outlined in Table S3. Fig. 4 plots
each cell’s discharge capacity normalized to its cathode area (Fig. 4a),
its cathode active material loading (Fig. 4b) and its first C/2 cycle
discharge capacity. Each cell’s first formation cycle (C/10) charge
capacity, final 6C capacity and end-of-test (C/2) capacity retention are
listed in Table 3.

The cells containing patterned electrodes showed significant utiliza-
tion of their NMC622 cathode materials. The CLAP cell achieved the
largest first cycle specific charge capacity (187.4 mAh/g, NMC) during
formation (C/10), while the CLAL and CPAL cells achieved slightly
smaller capacities of 181.7 mAh/g (NMC) and 180.8 mAh/g (NMC),
respectively (Table 3). The fully pristine CPAP baseline cell achieved a
notably smaller specific charge capacity (166.8 mAh/g, NMC) despite
the C/10 CC–CV (I < C/20 cutoff) cycling conditions.

The cells’ first CC charge and discharge voltage profiles are plotted
in Fig. 5a. Even at the slow rate of C/10, the CPAP cell shows a
significant overpotential on both charge and discharge in compari-
son to the cells containing laser patterned anodes and cathodes. This
overpotential is represented by a peak shift in the cell’s incremental
capacity (dQ/dV) plot (Figure S9). It is also manifested by a large rest-
step voltage-relaxation (35 mV) following the initial charge (Figure
S10a). In fact, each cell’s initial rest-step voltage-relaxation trends with
the shifting of their first incremental capacity peak (≈3.55 V). The
cells with the smallest first-charge overpotentials were those with laser
patterned anodes, pointing towards improved ion-transport into the
anode resulting in more uniform lithiation. The large overpotential and
low capacity achieved by the CPAP cell during C/10 CC–CV cycling
6

Table 3
Coin cell cycling capacities and capacity retentions.

Cell 1st Charge capacity
(C/10)

100th Charge capacity
(6C)

Capacity retention
(C/2)

CPAP 6.44 mAh
4.22 mAh/cm2

166.8 mAh/g, NMC
74.5% C.E.

1.09 mAh
0.71 mAh/cm2

28.2 mAh/g, NMC

30.0%

CLAP 6.45 mAh
4.23 mAh/cm2

187.4 mAh/g, NMC
86.0% C.E.

2.24 mAh
1.47 mAh/cm2

65.2 mAh/g, NMC

65.5%

CPAL 6.98 mAh
4.58 mAh/cm2

180.8 mAh/g, NMC
85.2% C.E.

1.64 mAh
1.08 mAh/cm2

42.5 mAh/g, NMC

46.2%

CLAL 6.25 mAh
4.10 mAh/cm2

181.7 mAh/g, NMC
85.5% C.E.

1.94 mAh
1.28 mAh/cm2

56.5 mAh/g, NMC

52.9%

cannot be attributed to sluggish ion-transport alone and suggests that
its thick (>100 μm), unpatterned electrodes were unable to be fully
wetted by electrolyte within the coin cell. This hypothesis will be tested
in a following section.

It is interesting that while the fully pristine CPAP cell seems to suffer
from critical wetting issues, both the CPAL and CLAP cells, which also
contain unpatterned electrodes, show virtually no negative effects. Intu-
itively, one would expect the pristine electrodes in the CPAL and CLAP
cells to achieve a lesser degree of wetting than their laser patterned
counterparts, limiting the coin-cell’s cycling performance. However, the
cycling data shows that this is not the case, as the CPAL and CLAP
cells achieve initial NMC-specific charge capacities as large as, if not
larger than the CLAL cell. This suggests that pairing an unpatterned
electrode with a patterned electrode significantly improves the unpat-
terned electrode’s wetting within a coin-cell. The thick, unpatterned
electrodes are expected to wet slowly without the aid of vacuum filling
processes. Video 1 shows a simple experiment where Gen2 electrolyte
is dropped onto the surface of a pristine electrode and a laser patterned
electrode. The electrolyte dropped onto the pristine electrode pools
in place, demonstrating how slow the electrolyte wetting and wicking
process is at ambient pressures. During coin-assembly, this pooled
electrolyte may be pushed out from between the two pristine electrodes
where it will settle around the edges of the cell. This is expected to
significantly reduce the pristine electrode’s rate and degree of wetting
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Fig. 5. Constant-current voltage profile of select cycles during a 100-6C cycle fast charge test.
within the CPAP coin cell. Conversely, the electrolyte dropped onto
the surface of the laser patterned electrode quickly spreads laterally
along the direction of its laser-patterned channels (Video 1). The laser-
patterned electrodes are expected to wet through a two-step process.
First, electrolyte quickly spreads across the electrode’s micro-structured
surface, filling its channels. Next, the electrolyte will slowly diffuse
from the saturated channels into the bulk of the electrode. Concur-
rently, excess electrolyte held within the laser-patterned channels may
also diffuse across the separator and into the opposing electrode. As
electrolyte is slowly wicked out of the saturated channels and into the
bulk of both electrodes, additional electrolyte from the perimeter of
the flooded coin-cell is quickly drawn into the channels, replenishing
them. By serving as rapidly refilling wells of excess electrolyte, the
laser patterned channels may promote quick, uniform and complete
wetting of both electrodes within a coin-cell. This could help explain
the improved performance of the unpatterned electrodes in the CPAL
and CLAP configurations.

The cycling performance of the coin-cells built with laser-patterned
electrodes continues to diverge upon their second C/10 formation cycle.
Of the patterned cells, the CLAP configuration obtained the largest CC
charge capacity (165.8 mAh/g, NMC622). The CLAL and CPAL cells
achieved CC charge capacities of 156.3 mAh/g (NMC622) and 153.4
mAh/g, respectively, significantly lower than the CLAP cell. This result
appears to contradict a previous report on the laser patterning of similar
graphite anodes and NMC622 cathodes, which showed considerably
better cycling performance from anode patterning rather than cathode
patterning [30]. Assuming comparable degrees of wetting, this varia-
tion in the low rate (C/10) performance is best explained by the n/p
ratios of the laser patterned full cells.

The n/p ratio of each coin-cell configuration is listed in Table S9
along with an explanation of their estimation. The pristine electrodes
of the baseline cell (CPAP) have an n/p ratio of 1.11. Patterning just
the cathode (CLAP) increases the cell’s n/p ratio to 1.24. In comparison
to the CPAP baseline cell, the more cathode-limited CLAP cell would
experience a reduced average degree of lithiation of its graphite anode
materials and a larger average degree of delithiation of its NMC cathode
materials during charging. This effect can be best observed in the cell’s
dQ/dV plot (Figure S9), where its third charge peak (≈3.8 V), repre-
senting the formation of more highly lithiated graphite phases (Li𝑥C6),
is noticeably smaller than the other cells’. This trend of decreasing
third peak height with increasing n/p ratio holds for all four cells
tested. Despite its relatively large degree of NMC delithiation upon
charging, the CLAP cell greatly outperformed the CPAP baseline cell,
7

achieving the largest first and second cycle specific charge capacities
(187.4 mAh/g NMC, 167.3 mAh/g NMC) and coulombic efficiencies
(86.0%, 99.2%) of any cell tested. This shows that any stresses on the
cathode due to increased n/p ratio were relatively inconsequential in
comparison to the improved wetting and Li-ion transport provided by
the laser patterning.

When just the anode is patterned (CPAL), the cell’s n/p ratio drops
significantly below unity (0.92). In this case, the cell will be expected
to exhaust its anode’s capacity upon charging, leading to Li-plating
regardless of the cycling rate. In fact, high voltage (≈4.1 V) inflections
in the CPAL cell’s charge and discharge profiles (Fig. 5a) along with low
coulombic efficiencies (85.2% - 1st cycle, 97.9% - 2nd cycle) indicate
that the sub-unity n/p ratio gave rise to semi-reversible Li-plating
during the initial C/10 formation cycles [26]. This shows that although
laser patterning can drastically improve ion-transport in the anode,
alleviating the concentration gradients that can lead to Li-plating, it
is important to always consider the full cell’s capacity balance (n/p) to
prevent severely anode-limited electrode pairings.

Finally, the fully patterned CLAL cell was experimentally found to
have an n/p ratio very near unity (n/p = 1.03). This can be explained
by the slightly larger than expected mass losses during anode patterning
compared to cathode patterning. Because the CLAL cell has an n/p ratio
of ≈1, its anode will have to utilize the complete capacity of its graphite
active materials upon full charge. This near unity n/p ratio could help
explain why the CLAL cell under-performed in comparison to the CLAP
cell. As the CLAL cell is fully charged, concentration gradients within
the almost fully saturated anode could trigger cell voltage cutoff prior
to complete charge acceptance from the cathode. This would explain
the fact that the CLAL cell achieved a first cycle-charge capacity >3%
smaller than the CLAP cell. Furthermore, pushing the graphite active
materials to their lithiation limit could lead to irreversible capacity loss
due to Li-plating, active material damage and interfacial reactions with
the electrolyte. This hypothesis can be supported by the CLAL cell’s
decreased coulombic efficiencies (85.5% - 1st cycle, 98.3% - 2nd cycle)
in comparison to the CLAP cell (86.0% - 1st cycle, 99.2% - 2nd cycle)
during formation.

The electrochemical performance of all four cells continues to di-
verge over their first three C/2 cycles (Fig. 4). The CLAP cell maintains
a large discharge capacity of 165.5 mAh/g (NMC), while the CLAL,
CPAL and CPAP capacities drop to 153.1 mAh/g, 146.3 mAh/g and
133.3 mAh/g, respectively (Fig. 4b). Even at the relatively slow charge
rate of C/2, the CPAP, CPAL and CLAL cells all show significant
signs of capacity fading. The rate of capacity fade in the cells’ first
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three C/2 cycles trends well with their average coulombic efficiencies;
96.0% CPAP, 98.0% CLAL, 98.7% CLAL and 99.7% CLAP (Fig. 4d).
The most rapid capacity degradation occurs in the baseline CPAP cell.
This suggests that even at a C/2 rate, poor wetting and ion-transport
limitations resulted in significant concentration polarization and Li-
plating. The CPAP cell’s 5th cycle voltage profiles (Fig. 5b) display large
verpotentials supporting this hypothesis. The CPAL cell’s relatively
ow capacity and rapid capacity fade can be explained by continued Li-
lating as a result of its <1 n/p ratio. Once lithium has been irreversibly
lated on an anode, it significantly increases the likelihood of continued
lating during subsequent charges [54]. This is because the dead Li-
eposits on the anode’s surface greatly reduce the activation barrier
or Li-plating compared to the pristine surface. Furthermore, Li-plating
educes the anode’s porosity, slowing Li-transport near the electrode’s
urface, which can drive additional plating. Therefore, even if irre-
ersible capacity loss pushed the CPAL cell’s functional n/p ratio above
nity, it could still continue to plate lithium despite the wetting and
on-transport benefits of its laser patterned anode. The reduced capacity
nd poor coulombic efficiency of the CLAL cell can also be attributed
o its n/p ratio. Because very little capacity fading was observed in the
LAP cell where more severe polarization would be expected due to

ts lack of anode patterning, it can be concluded that the CLAL cell’s
educed performance is not related to electrode wetting or ion-transport
ut is instead a direct consequence of its near unity n/p ratio. The
utstanding performance of the CLAP cell can therefore be linked to
ts large n/p ratio as well as its improved wetting and ion-transport
ver the pristine (CPAP) case.

During their first 10-min 6C CC–CV fast-charge cycle, the CLAP,
LAL and CPAL cells significantly outperform the baseline CPAP cell
chieving areal discharge capacities of 1.91 mAh/cm2 (84 mAh/g,

NMC), 1.67 mAh/cm2 (74 mAh/g, NMC), 1.73 mAh/cm2 (68 mAh/g,
NMC) and 1.11 mAh/cm2 (43.9 mAh/g, NMC), respectively. This rep-
resents a nearly 100% increase over the CPAP baseline in achievable
discharge capacity following a 10-min fast-charge, a metric very rel-
evant to real-world applications such as EVs. The data shows that
patterning either the anode (CPAL), the cathode (CLAP), or both elec-
trodes (CLAL) results in significant improvements to the coin-cell’s
fast-charge performance. This result was unexpected and suggests that
in addition to improvements in ion-transport though the electrodes,
the excess electrolyte held within the laser patterned channels plays
a critical part in the fast-charge performance of these coin-cells.

The time each coin-cell took to reach its upper voltage cutoff (4.2
V) during 6C CC charging and the corresponding areal capacities are
plotted in Figure S8a. The cells’ 1st and 3rd 6C CC charge-step voltage
profiles are plotted in Figures S8b & S8c. During the 1st fast-charge
cycle, the baseline cell reached its upper voltage-limit in only 8 s
due to extreme polarization, while the three patterned cells (CLAL,
CLAP, CPAL) achieved CC time-to-cutoff of around 19 s. This represents
an initial improvement in CC charge acceptance of 137% over the
CPAP baseline case for each coin-cell containing patterned electrodes.
However, these 6C charge steps correspond to only 0.14 mAh/cm2 of

C capacity from the patterned cells and only 0.056 mAh/cm2 for the
PAP cell, meaning 92%–96% of each coin-cell’s total capacity was
ained during the CV portion of its 10-min CC–CV fast-charge protocol.
aser patterning the thick electrodes, especially the anode, resulted
n significantly reduced cell polarization during fast-charging (Figure
8a). This points to clear improvements in the cell’s Li-ion diffusion,
oncentration gradients, and wetting with electrode patterning. After
0 cycles, the CLAP, CLAL, CPAL and CPAP cell’s time-to-cutoff values
tabilized to 26.0, 22.8, 17.0 and 8.4 s, respectively. This corresponds
o 300% and 270% improvements over the CPAP baseline for the CLAP
nd CLAL cells, respectively.

Similar to their time-to-cutoff values, each cell’s capacity begins
o stabilize over their first 10 fast-charge cycles. The CPAP and CPAL
ells experience significant capacity fading during these cycles. Sharp
8

rops in the cell’s coulombic efficiencies suggest that this rapid capacity
fading is the result of intense irreversible Li-plating during 6C fast-
charging. Not only is this Li-plating leading to significant Li-loss in
the cell, its clogging of the anode’s surface is permanently restricting
the cell’s ion-transport capabilities, reducing its achievable fast-charge
capacity over the set 10 min time frame. Conversely, the CLAL and
CLAP cells show relatively stable capacities during these initial cycles.
Interestingly, while the CLAL cell under-performed in comparison to
the CLAP cell at slow (C/2) rates, both cells maintain relatively stable
discharge capacities 1.75 mAh/cm2 (≈77 mAh/g, NMC) following 6C
CC–CV fast-charging. This suggests that slow Li-ion transport into the
CLAP cell’s thick pristine anode limits its 6C CC–CV charge acceptance
over a 10 min time frame.

After completing their first 25 (6C) CC–CV fast-charge cycles, the
cells were again cycled at C/2 (CC–CV) to check their state-of-health.
Fig. 4c shows that after just 25 6C fast-charge cycles, the CPAP cell’s
accessible capacity dropped by more than 50%. The CLAP, CLAL and
CPAL cells retained 79.3%, 75.5% and 71.7% of their initial capacities,
respectively. This shows that laser patterning either electrode has a
significant impact on a coin cell’s capacity retention following fast-
charging. The majority of each cell’s capacity loss is expected to be the
result of irreversible Li-plating and electrolyte decomposition during
fast-charging. Overpotentials in each cell’s C/2 CC charging voltage
(Fig. 5c) scale roughly with their capacity loss which would support
this hypothesis. Of the patterned cells, the CPAL cell experienced
the largest capacity loss (28.3%) after 25 6C fast-charge cycles. This
indicates that despite improved wetting and ion-transport through its
laser patterned anode, dead-Li deposited during initial charges (n/p <
1) gave rise to prolonged irreversible Li-plating during 6C fast-charging.
This mechanism may also explain the CLAL cell’s accelerated capacity
fade in comparison to the CPAL cell, which showed no clear signs of
early life Li-plating.

Over the following three 6C fast-charge steps, each cell showed
relatively stable discharge capacities (Fig. 4). However, all four cells
showed continued capacity loss and proportional charge voltage over-
potential growth (Fig. 5) in each subsequent C/2 checkup step. This
shows that while the cells continued to experience irreversible capacity
loss with fast-charge cycling, the cells’ achievable capacity over a 6C
time frame remained relatively unaffected. This suggests that beyond
the initial 10 fast-charge cycles, impacts to the electrodes’ ion-transport
capabilities are relatively gradual.

Upon completion of the 100 cycle fast-charge test, the CLAP, CLAL,
CPAL and CPAP cells maintained reversible fast-charge capacities of
1.47 mAh/cm2 (65.2 mAh/g, NMC), 1.28 mAh/cm2 (56.5 mAh/g,
NMC), 1.08 mAh/cm2 (42.5 mAh/g, NMC) and 1.09 mAh/cm2 (28.2
mAh/g, NMC), respectively, while retaining 65.5% (CLAP), 53.7%
(CLAL), 47.4% (CPAL) and 30.0% (CPAP) of their initial C/2 capacities
(Table 3). This result shows that laser patterning is a powerful tool to
improve the achievable fast-charge capacity and capacity retention of
thick, commercially relevant electrodes within coin cells by enhancing
their ion-transport and wetting. It also shows that while laser patterning
is an extremely effective technique, careful pattern designs ensuring
appropriate n/p ratios is especially important for the long term cell
health. Future work will expand upon the observations of Zheng et al.
and investigate in detail how various laser pattern geometries change
with cycling [55], so that optimal patterns can be designed to account
for clogging due to irreversible volumetric expansion, Li-plating or SEI
buildup.

3.3.2. Capacity loss and Li-plating
To confirm that the cells’ early-life capacity fade was the result of

Li-plating prior to 6C fast-charging, an identical set of coin-cells were
cycled through their first three C/10 formation cycles and three C/2
capacity benchmarking cycles, fully discharged to 3.0 V (I < C/20)
and disassembled for postmortem analysis. Digital images of these cells’
anodes are presented in Figs. 6a–d. The anodes were washed in a fresh

salt-free electrolyte solvent-blend (EC:EMC, 3:7 w/w) prior to imaging.
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Fig. 6. Postmortem images of patterned and unpatterned anodes cycled in various coin cell configurations after completing (a–d) C/10-C/2 formation process and (e–h) 100-6C
cycle fast charge test.
Fig. 6d verifies that the CPAP cell experienced significant lithium
plating during its initial cycles. Dead lithium was also observed on the
surface of the CPAL cell (Fig. 6c), although its intensity and morphology
is noticeably different than the deposits on the CPAP anode. This mor-
phological difference may be attributed to the underlying mechanism
driving the Li-plating on each anode. For the CPAP cell, incomplete
wetting and Li-ion transport limitations led to intense cell polarization
and plating even at relatively slow C/2 rates. However, the Li-plating
observed in the CPAL cell can be attributed to its sub-unity n/p ratio
resulting in uniform Li nucleation across the anode’s surface. No matter
its morphology, the presence of dead Li on the surface of these anodes
will certainly influence its subsequent fast charge cycling as it reduces
ion-transport into the electrode and promotes the plating of additional
Li. No obvious Li deposits could be seen on the surface of either the
CLAL or CLAP cell’s anodes after their first six cycles.

As discussed in the previous section, all four coin cells experienced
significant capacity fade following their first 25 cycle 6C CC–CV fast-
charge step. Much of this capacity loss occurred during the first ten
fast-charge cycles, aligning with significant dips in the cells’ coulombic
efficiencies (Fig. 4d). Evidence that this rapid capacity loss is linked to
intense Li-plating can be found in the cells’ rest-step voltage relaxation
curves following 6C fast-charging. After a typical charge, a cell’s rest
voltage is expected to relax quasi-exponentially as polarization in its
electrodes and electrolyte homogenizes (Figure S10a). However, if fast-
charging induces significant Li-plating, some of this lithium can be
chemically intercalated back into the anode’s graphite particles caus-
ing an inflection or plateau in its rest-voltage relaxation curve [56].
Figure S10b shows a non-exponential inflection in the CPAP cell’s
rest-voltage following its first 6C fast-charge. To accentuate the inter-
calation plateaus, the derivative of the rest-voltage (dOCV) is plotted
vs time (Figure S11). A large inflection is visible in the CPAP cell’s
dOCV profile following its first 6C fast-charge. Small inflections are also
observed in the CLAL, CLAP and CPAL cells’ dOCV curves despite their
rather featureless rest-voltage profiles (Figure S10b). This highlights
the sensitivity of the dOCV technique and shows that all four cells
experienced some degree of Li-plating on their initial 6C fast-charge.
Inflections in cells’ dOCV profiles remain visible until their 9th cycle,
aligning with the stabilization of their discharge capacities and coulom-
bic efficiencies. Previous reports have shown that the dOCV peak
time and magnitude increases approximately linearly with increasing
Li-plating intensity [57]. The CPAP cell’s large dOCV peak centered
around 450 s indicates that this cell experienced significantly more Li-
plating than the cells containing laser patterned electrodes. This agrees
9

Fig. 7. (a) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) Nyquist plot (1 MHz–10
mHz) of fully discharged coin cells after completing a 100-6C cycle fast charge test.

Table 4
Resistances calculated from equivalent circuit fitting of EIS spectra.

Cell 𝑅𝛺 (Ω) 𝑅SEI (Ω) 𝑅CT (Ω)

CPAP 3.74 9.81 11.4
CPAL 3.51 8.9 6.75
CLAP 3.7 7.04 6.87
CLAL 3.52 8.61 5.96

with the CPAP cell’s extreme capacity loss (≈50%) following its first
25 fast-charge cycles. In fact, each cell’s dOCV peak magnitude and
time trends well with their 6C fast-charge coulombic efficiency as well
as their irreversible capacity losses. This suggests that Li-loss due to
irreversible Li-plating is a leading mechanism for capacity loss in the
coin-cells during their initial fast-charge cycles.

After 100 6C CC–CV fast-charge cycles, the coin-cells irreversibly
lost 70.0% (CPAP), 53.8% (CPAL), 47.1% (CLAL) and 34.5% (CLAP)
of their initial C/2 capacities. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements were made on the cells immediately upon their
completion of the fast-charge cycling experiment. Each cell’s Nyquist
plot (Fig. 7) shows two depressed semicircles followed by a steep tail
in the low frequency range. The Nyquist plot’s high frequency intercept
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represents the cell’s ohmic resistance. The first (high frequency) semi-
circle is typically associated with the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
layer formed on the cell’s anode, while the second (mid frequency)
semicircle is related to the charge-transfer resistance and double-layer
capacitance at the electrodes. The cell’s low frequency tail repre-
sents the electrodes’ solid-state diffusion characteristics. Each cell’s
impedance spectra was fit with the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 7.
The individual resistances calculated from the equivalent circuit fittings
are listed in Table 4. The cells’ ohmic resistances (𝑅𝛺) range from 3.51

–3.74 Ω. This variation could be explained by small fluctuations in
he coin cells’ temperatures during testing. Conversely, the similarity
f each cell’s 𝑅𝛺 represents consistent bulk contributions from their
lectrolyte, separators, electrode coatings and current collectors. Each
ell’s 𝑅SEI, which represents impedance due to surface species such
s SEI, trends with their capacity fade in Fig. 4 and overpotentials
n Fig. 5. This supports the hypothesis that each electrode’s primary
apacity degradation mechanism was Li-loss due to Li-plating and
ubsequent SEI formation with cycling, which is further corroborated
y the end-of-test postmortem photos (Fig. 6 e–h) that show significant
eposits of dead-Li on the surface of each cell’s anode. Conversely,
he 𝑅CT values, which represent charge transfer processes between
he electrodes and electrolyte, do not appear to trend with the cell’s
chieved capacities or capacity losses with cycling. Instead, the cells’
CT values decrease with increasing electrode patterning. For example,

he pristine (CPAP) cell has the largest 𝑅CT of all of the cells (11.4 Ω).
hen just one of the electrodes is patterned (CLAP, CPAL), this value

rops to 6.8 Ω. When both electrodes are patterned (CLAL), it drops
urther to 5.96 Ω. This shows that electrode patterning can significantly
nfluence an electrode’s charge-transfer resistance. This effect could be
ttributed to improved access to the electrode’s active materials with
aser patterning as well as improvements in ion-transport and reduced
oncentration gradients.

.3.3. Laser ablation and electrode wetting
To quantify the extent of electrode wetting within the coin-cells, a

imple electrochemical impedance spectroscopy experiment was con-
ucted. Room temperature EIS sweeps were periodically performed on
PAP, CPAL and CLAL coin cells immediately following their assem-
ly. Nyquist plots of the coin cells’ impedance spectra immediately
ollowing assembly (empty markers) and after 48 h resting at room
emperature (solid markers) are plotted in Fig. 7a. The EIS sweeps
how a single depressed semicircle in the high frequency region with
45◦ Warburg diffusion tail followed by a vertical spike in the mid

o low frequency regions. The degree of electrolyte wetting within
he coin-cells over time was then determined by calculating their
lectrochemically active specific surface areas. During EIS analysis,
n electric double-layer is created on the electrode surface wetted
y electrolyte. The magnitude of this double-layer capacitance scales
irectly with the wetted surface area of the electrodes. To determine
he cell’s double-layer capacitance, each Nyquist plot was first fit with
modified Randles circuit (Fig. 8a). This equivalent circuit models the
epressed semicircular region of the cells’ Nyquist plots as a Faradaic
harge-transfer resistance (𝑅ct) in parallel with a double-layer constant
hase element (CPEDL). The cell’s double-layer capacitance (𝐶DL) was
hen calculated with the equation:

DL = 𝑅
( 1−𝑛𝑛 )
ct 𝑄(1−𝑛) (1)

Where 𝑛 and 𝑄 are the empirical phase constant and pseudocapaci-
ance values of the constant phase element (CPEDL), respectively. Using
he double-layer capacitance (𝐶DL), the cell’s wetted surface area can
e calculated from

= 𝐶DL𝑑𝜀r𝜀o, (2)

here 𝑑 is the charge layer separation, 𝜀r is the dielectric constant
relative permittivity) and 𝜀 is the permittivity of vacuum. Fig. 8b plots
10

o

he magnitude each cell’s wetted surface area, normalized to the total
lectrode coating mass on both the anode and cathode, over 48 h. The
pecific wetted surface areas calculated with this EIS method match
elatively well with values of similar electrode composites in the lit-
rature determined using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) nitrogen
dsorption method [58]. This supports the merit of this technique as
quick and easy method to track the approximate degree of wetting
ithin a full-cell coin-cell following assembly.

The wetting data (Fig. 7b) shows significant and immediate im-
rovements in electrode wetting with laser patterning, corroborating
imilar findings in the literature [21]. For example, while the fully
atterned CLAL coin-cell achieved a specific wetted surface area of
.95 m2/g just one hour after its assembly, it took the CPAP baseline
ell two full days of resting to approach the same state. This gives
redence to the hypothesis that the CPAP cell’s pristine electrodes were
ritically under wetted by electrolyte during testing despite coin cell
looding and pre-cycling resting periods. The data also supports the
ypothesis that pairing a pristine electrode with a patterned electrode
ignificantly improves the pristine electrode’s rate and degree of wet-
ing within a coin-cell. Fig. 7b shows that the CPAL cell starts with a
pecific wetted surface area only slightly smaller than the CLAL cell,
nd that its wetted surface area grows rapidly nearly matching the
LAL cell’s after only 24 h. This could be interpreted as the CPAL
ell’s patterned anode quickly wetting with electrolyte and pulling
xcess electrolyte from the edges of the cell into its laser patterned
hannels where it can then slowly diffuse across the separator and
nto the opposing pristine cathode. This experiment helps explain the
oor performance of the CPAP baseline coin-cell and the better than
xpected performance of the CLAP and CPAL configurations. It also
hows the incredible value of the laser patterning technique in reducing
ostly wetting times and formation processes during the manufacturing
f cells with thick electrodes. In the future, soaking the electrode disks
n vials of electrolyte prior to coin-cell assembly could help ensure
ore complete electrolyte wetting and thus better assessment of their
igh-rate performances. However, testing thick electrodes in pouch
ells where vacuum filling steps can be administered may be a better
pproach.

.3.4. Model fit
A pseudo-2D model was prepared in COMSOL Multiphysics (Section

2) and fit to the electrochemical performance of a CPAP coin-cell.
espite a good understanding of the thick electrodes’ properties (poros-

ty, tortuosity etc.), the model consistently overestimated the baseline
oin-cell’s fast-charge performance and could not be made to fit the
xperimental fast-charge data within reason. The divergence between
he model and the experimental data grew larger when electrode
atterning was considered. While experimental data showed electrode
atterning resulted in extreme performance improvements over the
aseline (100% improvement in 6C CC–CV fast-charge capacity, 300%
mprovement in cut-off time), the model predicted much more modest
mprovements (6% improvement in 6C CC–CV fast charge capacity and
0% improvement in cut-off time). The large discrepancy between the
odel predictions and experimental data can be explained by the fact

hat the model assumes perfect wetting of the thick (>100 μm) elec-
trodes by the electrolyte. However, as shown in the previous section,
the thick pristine electrodes could not be properly wetted within the
CPAP coin-cell. Therefore, by only accounting for improvements in
electrode tortuosity, the model fails to capture the impact of improved
wetting within the patterned cells.

4. Conclusion

In exploring the possibility of unfavorable consequences of laser
ablation on local electrode material properties, inspection with cross-
section SEM, XRD, and EDS revealed little damage to the laser-impacted
zones. SEM revealed that on the NMC cathode, some particles at
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Fig. 8. (a) Nyquist plot of CPAP (black), CPAL (green) and CLAL (red) coin cell impedance spectra. Empty markers represent impedance response immediately after coin cell
assembly, and solid markers represent final EIS scan 48 h after coin cell assembly. The Randles circuit the data was fit with is included for clarity. (b) Specific wetted surface area
of CPAP, CPAL and CLAL coin cells over 48 h as calculated from room temperature coin cell impedance data. Each cell’s wetted surface area is normalized to the total electrode
coating mass on both the anode and cathode. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the interface of the ablated pore and the electrode matrix were par-
tially ablated, some of which were excessively cracked. However, the
impact on performance of a small fraction of cracked or partially
ablated particles is expected to be insignificant and no observable
reduction in electrochemical performance of cells was observed. The
variable operating parameters of laser systems such as pulse length,
laser power, wavelength and repetition rates, provide opportunity to
tune laser conditions to the different electrode chemistries and loadings
that may have different thermal dissipation needs, thereby providing
material-specific optimized ablation settings.

A clear and substantial improvement in the ability of cells with
laser-ablated electrodes to charge quickly (in 10 min) was demon-
strated. However, the respective contribution of each distinct electrode
to improved cell performance was not equal. Rather, it was shown that
while the best improvement in performance was achieved by ablating
both electrodes, simply ablating one or the other electrode still leads to
vast performance gains. An inherent drawback of laser ablation is ma-
terial loss and since cell manufacturing costs are particularly sensitive
to the expensive cathode materials, loss at the cathode is important
to minimize. Demonstrating that substantial gains can be achieved
without ablating the cathode has important economic consequences for
scaleup and reducing loss during manufacturing.

Wetting of the electrodes was investigated by fitting a model to
EIS data and extracting an estimate for the active (ionically connected)
specific surface area. It was observed that laser-ablating just one elec-
trode led to a significant increase in wetting of both electrodes. This
result, in concert with multiphysics models that predicted more modest
performance improvements for perfectly wet systems than what was
achieved experimentally, supported a hypothesis that ablating one
electrode provided additional local electrolyte to the other electrode,
thereby improving wetting of both electrodes. Improvement of wet-
ting was an additional benefit to performance beyond the anticipated
reduced effective tortuosity of electrodes for fast charging. The laser-
ablated cells also showed good life-cycle performance under fast charge
conditions and upon disassembly following 120 cycles, showed reduced
Li-plating on the graphite anode.

In summary, laser ablation can be applied to Li-ion electrodes
with minimal impact to remaining chemistry, crystallographic, or mor-
phological properties of the active material. Substantial performance
benefits for fast charging can be achieved by ablating either electrode,
while best performance is achieved after ablating both electrodes. Laser
ablated electrodes improve rate capability, wetting, and reduce the risk
of Li-plating during fast charging.
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